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Safety: Off-Duty Awareness Sustains
the Force

/ Published May 3, 2022

Courtesy photo

Mission success always includes safety. When the mission is over, safety doesn’t
stop. Safety is as important off-duty for home and family activities as it is for on-duty
activities. Sadly, last year, the Army lost 86 Soldiers to off-duty mishaps.

The US Army Combat Readiness Center’s 2022 Off-Duty Safety Awareness
Presentation (ODSAP) is now available HERE. The presentation is downloadable and
covers topics like:

Private Motor Vehicles (PMVs)
Privately-Owned Weapons (POWs)
Pedestrian Safety
Water-Related Activities
Sports-Related Activities
Home Safety

The sole purpose of ODSAP is to address the activities and behaviors that can lead
to off-duty Soldier injuries and deaths. It’s updated annually to provide leaders a
timely resource to educate and train their Soldiers on ways to prevent these mishaps.

If you have questions or feedback about safety, send comments and suggestions to:

usarmy.rucker.hqda-secarmy.list.safe-ground-task-for@army.mil

https://safety.army.mil/ODSAP
mailto:usarmy.rucker.hqda-secarmy.list.safe-ground-task-for@army.mil
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I Sustain This: April 2022 Nominees
/ Published May 6, 2022
PS Magazine’s I Sustain This campaign is designed to recognize civilian sustainers
who exemplify the highest standards while maintaining equipment to meet combat
readiness requirements and stay in the fight, even under the most arduous of
circumstances.

 This month, we had one civilian sustainer nominated for this program. That individual
was Thomas M. Whiteman, a small-arms repairer at Pueblo Chemical Depot, Pueblo,
CO.

Spotlight Profile
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Thomas M. Whiteman
Army Civilian

 Small Arms Repairer
 Pueblo Chemical Depot, Pueblo, CO

 Nominated by: Kenneth W. Dennison Jr.

 Why does this person deserve recognition? I have been working with Mr.
Whiteman for over four years now and he is an outstanding, hard-working
individual. Throughout his career at the Pueblo Chemical Depot as the Small Arms
Repairer (Armorer), Mr. Whiteman has performed field/sustainment-level
maintenance and repair of small arms as well as made diagnosis to locate
mechanical deficiencies and malfunctions in automatic pistols, shotguns, machine
guns, grenade launcher, sniper rifles, and other small arms and accessories.

He has great knowledge and expertise while disassembling weapons, and a keen
ability to examine for defects, mechanical misalignment and malfunctions. He's then
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able to modify small weapons by replacing obsolete parts and/or assemblies. Mr.
Whiteman is very precise while using hand and machine tools, precision gauges, test
instruments and alignment devices while making repairs, modifications, and
adjustments, along with applying acids and/or other "bluing" or finishing agents.

Mr. Whiteman test fires and/or makes operational checks of repaired weapons to
assure safety, accuracy and ease of operation. He observes all safety rules,
regulations and procedures. Further, Mr. Whiteman assists range officers during
weapons training and qualification of new personnel (i.e. security guards/police
officers) and has been a key asset to keeping  six different weapon systems
operational at all times here at the Pueblo Chemical Depot.   
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Soldier Support: Alert on Rockstar
Unplugged!

/ Published May 25, 2022

Courtesy photo

Soldiers, here’s an important message! Drinking the new energy drink called Rockstar
Unplugged can cause you to test positive for THC (tetrahydrocannabinol, the main
psychoactive compound in marijuana). That’s because the drink contains hemp seed
oil. Article 112a of the UCMJ specifically prohibits the use of THC.

For further guidance, see AR 600-85, The Army Substance Abuse Program (Jul 20)
HERE. You’ll want to read Section l.(9) in Para 4-2 on Page 24.

https://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/ARN30190-AR_600-85-001-WEB-3.pdf


Aviation 
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MEDEVAC: Attention to Detail When
Using Rescue Hoist

/ Published May 3, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Amberlee Medina

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6197379/kfor-rc-e-conducts-medical-evacuation-hoist-training
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1507311/amberlee-medina
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Rescue missions or evacuations of injured Soldiers should not be taken lightly.
Hoisting a Soldier to the next level of care in a SKED basic rescue system requires
acute attention to detail when preparing a Soldier for hoisting.

 

Attention to detail means getting the training you need to properly deploy the hoist
and use the SKED basic rescue system safely. Recently an accident happened with a
patient in a SKED. In response, the Aviation Center of Excellence published STACOM
22-02, which provides a clarification on the use of the Army aviation rescue hoist.
Flightfax amplified the STACOM, which you can read HERE.

 

When using the SKED, pay special attention to the head flap and make sure you’re
following the Army aviation rescue hoist SOP as you package and extract a Soldier
for medical care.

 

Whether hoisting equipment or a Soldier, it’s considered a load and, therefore, must
be thoroughly inspected to ensure safety, security and serviceability. Make sure every
step is executed correctly. 

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/Portals/74/PDFs/2022/Flightfax%20106%203-22%20Hoist%20as%20Fight.pdf?ver=uiq9vISKj1IXqwPWp-_k0g%3d%3d
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MEDEVAC: Give Zephyrs TLC with S-C-
R-A-P

/ Published May 3, 2022

Photo by PS Magazine
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Mechanics, it’s important to take care of your aircraft and equally important to
maintain the equipment that supports your aircraft—such as the Zephyr.

Every user of the Zephyr needs to know five things (S-C-R-A-P) to properly care for
this vital piece of equipment. 

(S) – Service Bulletins
(C) – Consumables
(R) – Rotatub Measurements
(A) – A/C Power
(P) – Pin/Groove Measurements

To learn more about S-C-R-A-P from the Utility Helicopter Newsletter (March-April
2022), click HERE.

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/Portals/74/PDFs/2022/UHPO%20Newsletter%20-%203-4-2022%20Zephyrs.pdf?ver=DUTYO1KFGDqMIaNEwSWmsg%3d%3d
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Black Hawk: Order Resistor from
Supply System

/ Published May 3, 2022

Photo by Capt. Travis Mueller

Mechanics, good news! The 300-Watt 7 OHM resistor required for the 12-month
electronic standby instrument system (ESIS) discharge test is now in the supply
system. You can order it using NSN 5905-01-698-8444 (wire round fixed resistor). 

Previously, per aviation maintenance action messages H-60-15-AMAM-07 (for the 60-
M) and H-60-21-AMAM-09 (for the 60-A/L), you had to procure it locally with a
government purchase card.

Got questions? Contact Melody Miller by email:

melody.d.miller4.civ@army.mil

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6546458/black-hawk-flight
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1306854/travis-mueller
mailto:melody.d.miller4.civ@army.mil
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MEDEVAC: 2022 Hoist Training
Schedules

/ Published May 4, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Peter Berardi

Mechanics, it’s that time again for training on the rescue hoist ground support
equipment (RHGSE) by Zephyr and the BL-29900-30-1 external rescue hoist by
Breeze-Eastern. 

Training by Zephyr takes place at their facility in South Carolina and Breeze-Eastern
training occurs at their facility in Whippany New Jersey.

For training dates, course outlines, class sizes, attire, registration details and POC
information, click HERE.

 Class sizes are intentionally small, so the sooner you sign up the better.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/2823085/coalition-hoist-training
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1102536/peter-berardi
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/Portals/74/PDFs/2022/UHPO%20Newsletter%20-%203-4-2022%20Hoist%20Training.pdf?ver=yGGt4V43MJwFbMcN5zUdgw%3d%3d
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Utility Helicopters: JTDI VS UHPO
/ Published May 4, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Andrew Kosterman

Mechanics, if you’ve accessed the JTDI Technical Publications and the Utility
Helicopter Project Office (UHPO) websites and thought they appeared identical,
you’re right; they are.

Both platforms contain the same data but how you access them is different. The
UHPO website is accessed via your local network, while JDTI requires internet
access.

To get the detailed breakdown on JTDI publications (also referred to as JTDI Tech
Pubs) and the UHPO website, click HERE.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/968929/laptops-students
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1378057/andrew-kosterman
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/Portals/74/PDFs/2022/UHPO%20Newsletter%20-%203-4-2022%20Websites.pdf?ver=R0TWo45BfaNOjWU97SyP6w%3d%3d
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AMCOM Has New Podcast
/ Published May 4, 2022

What can the US Army Aviation and Missile Command (AMCOM) do for you? That’s
the title of a newly released podcast coming to you straight from the AMCOM
leadership.

Once a month, the command’s senior leaders will host a new podcast to share
information with the force about AMCOM’s benefits, capabilities and resources.
Check out the article and the maiden podcast HERE.

https://www.army.mil/article/255744?linkId=161075525
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Apache: Replacing the Midframe Oil
Drain Tube Coupling Nut

/ Published May 25, 2022

Photo by Charles Rosemond

Mechanics, you spoke and the Apache T700 Office listened. You suggested that the 
field could repair the B Nut (PN R197P04) on the engine cold section module (CSM), 
instead of purchasing a new CSM, and save money. Just request these maintenance 
engineering orders (MEOs) from your logistics assistance representative (LAR) to get 
the job done.

The numbers of the MEOS are as follows:

P7394 - WP "DIFFUSER AND MIDFRAME CASING ASSEMBLY"(file
m00066) Midframe Oil Drain
Tube Coupling Nut Replacement, PNs R197P04, P7395 - RPTSL,
DIFFUSER AND MIDFRAME CASING ASSEMBLY" (file r00010) PNs
R197P04 and R261P04, SMR Code Update

Over time, these MEOs will be combined into a work package and incorporated into a
future update to TM 1-2840-248-23&P (Oct 19).

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6245737/ah-64-apache-helicopter-maintenance
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1140108/charles-rosemond
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AGSE: SCAMP TM Available on JTDI
/ Published May 26, 2022

Photo by Capt. Travis Mueller

Mechanics, make a note that the SCAMP’s TM 9-3810-365-13&P (Feb 22) is on the
AGSE page of the JTDI website.

You can access the TM HERE with your CAC (if you're a first-time user, you'll need to
register). From the My Sites drop-down menu, click on AGSE. Then click on Vehicles
and select Self-propelled Crane Aircraft Maintenance and Positioning (SCAMP).

Open the TM by clicking on TM 9-3810-365-13&P SCAMP II Feb 2022.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6302850/scamp-ii
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1306854/travis-mueller
https://www.jtdi.mil/
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M8E1 CBPS: Control Panel Damage
/ Published May 26, 2022

Photo by Spc. Justin Snyder

Dear Editor, 

 While troubleshooting electrical faults on an M8E1 chemical biological protective
shelter (CBPS), we found corrosion and standing water inside the external control
panel (ECP).

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/4560028/army-reserve-vehicle-transforms-chemical-attack-response
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1044583/justin-snyder
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ECP with corrosion

The PMCS chart in WP 122 of TM 10-5410-285-23&P-1 (Mar 18) states that the gas
particulate filter unit (GPFU) and ECP are to be checked quarterly or every 125 hours
for excessive corrosion and standing water.

 The TM also states that the power distribution box (PDB) has to be inspected semi-
annually or every 250 hours for excessive corrosion and standing water or damage
that prevents system operation.

 Maintainers should also remove the panel covers periodically to inspect the panel
seals and check for water damage to electrical components. Make it a habit to clean
and dry the panel when needed. This will help the panel to stay in good shape and it
won’t need to be replaced often.

 The control panel and other CBPS parts have a long lead time, which can leave the
equipment NMC and shut down for a while. So it’s critical to keep them clean and dry
and conduct PMCS per the TM.

Mr. Bill Tipton
 Ft Hood, TX

Editor’s note: Thanks for this PMCS tip that helps resolve this ongoing problem of 
water intrusion on the CBPS’s water panel.   

carol.g.jones.civ
Cross-Out



 

Combat Vehicles 
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M1A2 SEPv3 Tank: Use Correct Turret
Lifting Kit

/ Published May 4, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Calab Franklin

Maintainers, be aware that the M1A2 SEPv3 tank requires a new turret lifting kit, NSN
2590-01-692-8605.

 That’s because the new generation M1A2 SEPv3’s turret is heavier and has a
different center of balance than the turret on older models, and its lifting kit requires a
five (5) bolt center eye link, NSN 4933-01-692-8220.

Do not —under any circumstances —use the older version three (3) bolt center
eye link on the M1A2 Sepv3’s lifting kit. Doing so can result in equipment damage
and injuries or even death to personnel.

 The new five (5) bolt center eye link was issued as part of total package fielding (TPF)
in special tools and test equipment (STTE) when the M1A2 SEPv3 were fielded to

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6494940/1-12-cav-m1a2-sepv3-gunnery-qualification
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1470242/calab-franklin
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units.
        

 Maintainers removing the M1A2 SEPv3 turret must ensure that the turret lifting kit has
been updated with the five (5) bolt center link. When performing turret removal tasks;
comply with the work package titled Turret Lifting Kit Inspection, Torque Test,
Installation, and Removal in 9-2350-412-13&P (Apr 20) before performing the
following tasks: Turret Removal For Access and Turret Removal/ Installation for Race
Ring Access.

         
 If any of the turret lifting eye mounting holes are stripped or fails the torque test, do

not attempt lift turret or attempt repairs. These lifting eye mounting holes are located
over special armor packages and cannot be repaired in the field. Notify your TACOM
Logistics Assistance Office (LAO) to arrange repair.

            
 For complete info and all warnings, check out TACOM Ground Safety Action Message

22-004 HERE .
 

http://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=GSA22-004.html
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Heavy Assault Scissoring Bridge:
Authorized Grease Change

/ Published May 10, 2022

Photo by 2nd Lt. Ryan McCadden

Maintainers, the authorized grease for the heavy assault scissoring bridge (HASB)
has been changed. Grease, Automotive and Artillery (GAA) is no longer authorized
for the HASB. Be sure to only use MIL-G-21164 grease. Order the quantity that best
suits your needs with the NSNs below:

NSN 9150-  Quantity
00-935-4018 14 ounces
00-754-2595 1.75 pounds
00-223-4004 6.5 pounds
00-965-2003 35 pounds

 For more info, go HERE to see TACOM maintenance information message (MIM) 22-
031.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/2829408/569-soldiers-operate-avlb
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1372172/ryan-mccadden
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI22-031.html
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Joint Assault Bridge: Authorized
Grease Changes

/ Published May 12, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Calab Franklin

Maintainers, there are changes to the grease authorized for the Joint Assault Bridge
(JAB). Here’s what you need to know:

Bridge Launcher Mechanism (BLM): The use of Molykote G-4700 and 
grease automotive and artillery (GAA) MIL PRF 10924 is no longer 
authorized. Instead, use grease MIL-G-21164, NSN 9150-00-935-4018 (14 
ounces), NSN 9150-00-754-2595 (1.75 pounds), NSN 9150-00-223-4004 
(6.5 pounds) and NSN 9150-00-965-2003 (35 pounds).

Heavy Assault Scissor Bridge (HASB): Replace GAA with MIL-G-21164.

JAB chassis (M1A1 tank): Replace grease, automotive and artillery
(GAA) MIL PRF 10924 with grease MIL‐G‐21164. The use of wide
temperature range (WTR) MIL-PRF-81322 grease, NSN 9150-01-262-
3358, is still authorized.

 For more info, go HERE to read TACOM Maintenance Information Message 22-030.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6732029/greywolf-fields-new-joint-assault-bridge
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1470242/calab-franklin
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Bradley: New Software for LRUs to
Work

/ Published May 12, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Charles Probst

Maintainers, new or upgraded line replaceable units (LRUs) for the Bradley M2A3 and
M3A3 Bradley Fire Support Team (BFIST) require an updated Vehicle Version
Identification (VVID) to make sure the new hardware will work as intended. Once
installed, the software must remain on both systems in order to maintain their full
capability.

 VVID software versions 00.08.05.01 (for the Bradley) and 01.08.05.01 (for the BFIST)
are being fielded now. TACOM is distributing the software to logistics assistance
representatives (LARs) for installation, which must be accomplished within 90 days of
TACOM Maintenance Action Message (MAM) 22-037’s release date, which was 27
Apr 22.

 Units should coordinate with the appropriate modification work order (MWO)
coordinator listed in Para 9 of TACOM MAM 22-037 to get the process started.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/1802341/bradley-fighting-vehicle
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1045080/charles-probst
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Be advised that the new software must be installed on replaced LRUs if LRUs are
turned in for repair or replaced.

 For more detailed information on required actions, check out MAM 22-037 HERE.

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA22-037.html
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M88A2 Recovery Vehicle: Follow TM
When Separating Transmission

/ Published May 25, 2022

Photo by Keith Hayes

Mechanics, avoid expensive damage by making sure you follow the TM when
separating the M88A2 recovery vehicle’s transmission from the engine. The proper
procedures are in TM 9-2350-292-23 (May 22).

 Anniston Army Depot recently received several damaged mounting flanges that were
cracked or broken off altogether. This increases overhaul cost for the depot and units.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/2840106/hercules-m88a2-has-strength-its-demigod-namesake
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1121367/keith-hayes
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Follow TM during transmission removal...

...or serious damage can occur

Specifically, verify all the nuts holding the engine and transmission together are
removed before separating them. Trying to separate the engine and transmission with
nuts still attached can cause serious damage to both components.
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Also, pay attention to lifting angles and slack so the transmission doesn’t swing back
into the engine, which can damage the mounting flange, engine studs or other engine
components.       



Construction 
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M1231 Husky: Get the Water Out!
/ Published May 16, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Heidi Kroll

Operators, too much water in your Husky’s fuel system will leave the vehicle’s engine
running rough or not at all.

 Water gets into the fuel when warm days and cool nights cause condensation to form
in the vehicle’s fuel tank. You get rid of the water by draining the fuel/water separator
every week like it says in TM 9-2355-316-10 (Feb 22).

 The fuel/water separator is located behind the right-side transmission access cover.
Open the separator by turning its drain cock counterclockwise. Dispose of drained
fuel in an approved hazardous water container. Never dump it down a drain or let it
run on the ground.

 If the fuel runs clear, you’re OK. If the fuel is still cloudy after you’ve drained half a pint
or so, close the valve and report the problem to your mechanic.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/1401940/husky-detecting-air-field
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1083271/heidi-kroll
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40-Ton Grove Crane NSN Correction
/ Published May 26, 2022

Photo by Petty Officer 2nd Class Sean P Rinner

The wrong NSN was listed for the RT875CC 40-ton Grove Crane RTCC in the MEL
list on Page 23 of PS 798 (May 19). The correct NSN is 3810-01-205-2716.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/7168976/crane-recertification
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1412356/sean-p-rinner
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NVGs: How to Get Replacement Data
Plates

/ Published May 25, 2022

Photo by Michele Wiencek

Hey, it happens. Sometimes data plates on night vision goggles (NVGs) AN/PVS-14,
AN/PVS-7 or AN/AVS-6 are missing or unreadable. That makes it tough to inventory
them and keep those records accurate.

If your unit needs replacement NVG data plates, download and fill out the Excel
spreadsheet HERE and send it to:

usarmy.apg.cecom.mbx.ilsc-night-vision-support@army.mil

https://cdn.dvidshub.net/media/thumbs/photos/2204/7148953/1000w_q75.jpg
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1586045/michele-wiencek
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/Portals/74/PDFs/2022/2021%20NVG%20Data%20Plate%20Request%20Form%20202110.xlsx?ver=w2YR-0cD9hobrOQFgEgZTw%3d%3d
mailto:%20usarmy.apg.cecom.mbx.ilsc-night-vision-support@army.mil
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Logistics Management: DLA Fuel Card
Intro

/ Published May 11, 2022

Defense Logistics Agency

The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) is making it easier for its customers to purchase
small quantities of fuel when short notice needs arise. Read more about the DLA’s
Logistics Fuel Card HERE. 

https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3024860/new-logistics-fuel-card-offers-flexibility-speed/
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M1231 Husky: Get the Water Out!
/ Published May 16, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Heidi Kroll

Operators, too much water in your Husky’s fuel system will leave the vehicle’s engine
running rough or not at all.

 Water gets into the fuel when warm days and cool nights cause condensation to form
in the vehicle’s fuel tank. You get rid of the water by draining the fuel/water separator
every week like it says in TM 9-2355-316-10 (Feb 22).

 The fuel/water separator is located behind the right-side transmission access cover.
Open the separator by turning its drain cock counterclockwise. Dispose of drained
fuel in an approved hazardous water container. Never dump it down a drain or let it
run on the ground.

 If the fuel runs clear, you’re OK. If the fuel is still cloudy after you’ve drained half a pint
or so, close the valve and report the problem to your mechanic.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/1401940/husky-detecting-air-field
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1083271/heidi-kroll
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M68 Reflex Sight: Long-Term Storage
and the Battery

/ Published May 9, 2022

Photo by Senior Airman Racheal Watson

Operators, if your M68 reflex sight is stored with its battery installed for a long period
of time, here’s what can happen.

The batteries can corrode, causing the battery cap to fuse to the battery
compartment threads. 
The battery cap threads, battery and battery compartments can become
coated with acid and locked into place.

If this happens, the battery cap can’t be removed and can make the optic device
unserviceable and unrepairable.

These steps can help prevent this from happening:

Make sure the M68 sight is stored in the OFF position.
Remove batteries from the M68 when storing it for long periods of time.
Routinely check the batteries and battery compartment.
Perform PMCS in accordance with TM 9-1240-413-13&P (May 13).

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/776416/langley-security-forces-sets-sights
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1102074/racheal-watson
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M240 Machine Gun: Need a BFA
Discriminator?

/ Published May 17, 2022

Photo by Senior Airman Peter Thompson

The discriminator will be added to the M240 machine gun additional authorization list
(AAL) according to TACOM.

 

You can get the discriminator with NSN 1005-01-700-0177.
 

It can be used when firing your M240 machine gun with the M26 blank firing
attachment (BFA) but it isn’t mandatory.

 

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/2251187/earf-team-weapons-and-mortar-training
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1146822/peter-thompson
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Small Arms: Don’t Disassemble
Weapons Beyond TM Task

/ Published May 25, 2022

Photo by Debralee Best

Dear Editor,

 I’ve noticed a trend where weapon repairs could have been avoided. It seems like
operators are disassembling weapons past the point they are allowed to by the -10
TM. These incidents are happening more often now that Soldiers have internet
access in the palm of their hands. This has led to missing takedown pins and selector
lever detents, as well as trigger assemblies, hammer springs, and BUIS being
incorrectly reassembled or reinstalled.

Please remind operators and leaders to only perform the authorized level of
maintenance. This will ensure proper functioning and help prevent unnecessary
damage to the weapon or possible harm to Soldiers.

Here’s what they need to know:

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/3875506/ocs-ii-weapon-cleaning
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1415951/debralee-best
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Operators must never disassemble or perform maintenance beyond the
task in the -10 TM.
Mechanics are authorized to perform all -10 TM and -23&P TM tasks.
Operators and mechanics are not authorized to perform tasks outside the
TM level for their skill set. If this happens, they are in violation of
Paragraph 3-10 of AR 750-1, Army Materiel Maintenance Policy.

Deryl Gensler
 Ft Lee, VA

Editor’s note: Consider the message transmitted, Deryl.



 Soldier Support 
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Safety: Off-Duty Awareness Sustains
the Force

/ Published May 3, 2022

Courtesy photo

Mission success always includes safety. When the mission is over, safety doesn’t
stop. Safety is as important off-duty for home and family activities as it is for on-duty
activities. Sadly, last year, the Army lost 86 Soldiers to off-duty mishaps.

The US Army Combat Readiness Center’s 2022 Off-Duty Safety Awareness
Presentation (ODSAP) is now available HERE. The presentation is downloadable and
covers topics like:

Private Motor Vehicles (PMVs)
Privately-Owned Weapons (POWs)
Pedestrian Safety
Water-Related Activities
Sports-Related Activities
Home Safety

The sole purpose of ODSAP is to address the activities and behaviors that can lead
to off-duty Soldier injuries and deaths. It’s updated annually to provide leaders a
timely resource to educate and train their Soldiers on ways to prevent these mishaps.

If you have questions or feedback about safety, send comments and suggestions to:

usarmy.rucker.hqda-secarmy.list.safe-ground-task-for@army.mil

https://safety.army.mil/ODSAP
mailto:usarmy.rucker.hqda-secarmy.list.safe-ground-task-for@army.mil
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Publications: Smartbook Serves as
Petroleum, Water Guide

/ Published May 12, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Michael Eaddy 

The Petroleum and Water: Organizations, Equipment Petroleum Platoon Leader, Rail Car
Operations, and Unit Movements Smartbook (May 22) is a comprehensive guide to topics
that helps military planners identify petroleum and water equipment needed to support
operations. The smartbook covers fuel and water-related equipment, NSNs and publications,
personnel and area requirements and more. There are two (2) new appendices in this latest
edition, Petroleum Platoon Leader and Rail Car Operations. 

View or download the smartbook at the Petroleum and Water Knowledge Center HERE or at
the PS Magazine milSuite repository HERE.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/7167606/support-force
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1457547/michael-eaddy
https://www.dvidshub.net/rss/personnel/1457547
https://army.deps.mil/army/cmds/CASCOM_KAPPS/SKN/QMKC/PWD/SitePages/Liquid%20Logistics.aspx
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-1146777
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Soldier Support: Alert on Rockstar
Unplugged!

/ Published May 25, 2022

Courtesy photo
  

Soldiers, here’s an important message! Drinking the new energy drink called Rockstar
Unplugged can cause you to test positive for THC (tetrahydrocannabinol, the main
psychoactive compound in marijuana). That’s because the drink contains hemp seed
oil. Article 112a of the UCMJ specifically prohibits the use of THC.

 

For further guidance, see AR 600-85, The Army Substance Abuse Program (Jul 20)
HERE. You’ll want to read Section l.(9) in Para 4-2 on Page 24.

https://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/ARN30190-AR_600-85-001-WEB-3.pdf


Tactical Vehicles 
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M1117 ASV, M1200 AK: Say Goodbye.
It’s Turn-in Time!

/ Published May 4, 2022

Courtesy photo
  

Maintenance leaders, the Army added the M1117 armored security vehicle (ASV) to
the Master Divestiture List (MDL) in April 2019. ASVs have been replaced with the M-
ATV. That means as of September 2021, all ASVs are considered excess, and should
be directed for turn-in to Sierra Army Depot (SIAD) RIC: B2F, DODAAC: W62G2X.

         
 The M1200 armored knight (AK) has also been added to the MDL for full divestiture

by the close of FY 22 and turn-ins will be directed to SIAD as well.
         

 For more info concerning turn-in for either vehicle, contact Joe Boca at:
  

joseph.t.boca2.civ@army.mil

mailto:joseph.t.boca2.civ@army.mil
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M969A3 Fuel Tanker: TM Lists Wrong
NSN for Shutoff Valves

/ Published May 5, 2022

Photo courtesy of TACOM

Refuelers, Item 1 in Fig 107 of TM 9-2330-330-23P (Dec 15) lists the incorrect NSN
for the shutoff valves for the retail hose reels. They’re shown as R and P in Item 1, Fig
107 below.

Item 1, Fig 107

NSN 4810-01-355-4678 is incorrect. To get the shutoff valves for your M969A3 5K
fuel tankers, use NSN 4820-01-504-7434 and make a note until the TM is updated.
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HEMTT A4: NSN for Headlamp
/ Published May 6, 2022

Photo courtesy of UTAP

Mechanics, need a headlamp (headlight) for your HEMTT A4 truck?
         

 Don’t look on the headlamp for the NSN. That’s because the NSN that’s stamped on
it may not be the correct one to use for ordering.

            
 To get a headlamp listed as Item 6 in Fig 62 of TM 9-2320-326-13&P (Sep 20), use

NSN 6220-01-616-1079. It’s priced at $116.
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M149A2 Water Buffalo: Master Cylinder
NSN

/ Published May 24, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Matthew Keeler

Order a replacement master cylinder for the M149A2 water buffalo trailer with NSN
2530-01-339-8620.  This NSN replaces terminal NSN 2530-00-204-4800, shown as
Item 4 in Fig 7 of TM 9-2330-267-13&P (Dec 15).

 Also, this replacement master cylinder applies to these trailer models: M103A2,
M796, M979, M1061, M106A1 and M1073.  

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6006210/national-guard-delivers-water-folks-need-carlisle
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1498353/matthew-keeler
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M871 Semitrailer: Drill Drain Holes in
Storage Boxes

/ Published May 24, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Jeff Hansen

Dear Editor,

 We support a transportation unit with 120 semitrailers. The semitrailers carry a
mounted storage box that holds all the BII tools, chains and binding equipment. The
storage box costs about $680 and the stored equipment about $1,000.

 We’ve noticed that the box door holds water, which causes it to rust and break off. So,
units have started drilling holes in the bottom of the doors on all semitrailer storage
boxes to let the water drain.

 The fix really works! The drain holes definitely help reduce corrosion in areas inside of
the storage boxes where water pools and sits for long periods of time.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/1025725/821st-holds-truck-rodeo
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1046249/jeff-hansen
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There’s another benefit. The holes also allow better air circulation inside the storage
boxes, which is good for the stored equipment, too.
 
SFC Erick Villeda

 FL ARNG

Editor’s note: Thanks for your tip! TACOM engineers recommend drilling four 1-in
diameter holes near each corner at the bottom shelf of the storage box. That way, if
the semitrailer is parked on uneven ground, the water will still drain to the nearest
hole.
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M969A3 Fuel Tanker: Fuel/Water
Separator Bottom Gasket NSN Update

/ Published May 24, 2022

Photo by Timothy Hale

Mechanics, Item 1 in Fig 91 of TM 9-2330-330-23P (Dec 15) lists the wrong NSN and
part number for the fuel/water separator bottom gasket that’s part of the drain valve
assembly in M969A3 fuel tankers.

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/3597395/liquid-logisticians-rule-qllex-2017
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1008021/timothy-hale
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Drain valve assembly gasket shown in TM as Item 1 of Fig 91

To get the fuel/water separator bottom gasket, order using NSN 5330-01-398-8738
and PN 13228E1772-2. Make a note until the TM is updated.
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FMTV: Junction Box NSN
/ Published May 25, 2022

Photo by Capt. Joseph Warren

Order a programmed junction box for the FMTV with NSN 5940-99-216-7389.  This
NSN replaces the parts info shown as Item 4 in Fig 1369.5 of TM 9-2320-333-23&P
(Jun 19).

 

https://www.dvidshub.net/image/6447010/family-medium-tactical-vehicles-fmtv-transporting-supplies-during-jrtc-rtn-21-02
https://www.dvidshub.net/portfolio/1461624/joseph-warren
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